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Guten tag! Bonjour! Good day!
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more than 30 years. But the require
ments for speech recognition have

been so computationally intensive that
even simDle tasks, such as the recogni'
tion ofsingle words,were laborious and

timeconsuming when computing pow'

er was less available.
The translation of text from one la*

suase to another has progressed more
iroiälv th- speech recognition be
cause'the text tanslation is less con'
sumptive of CPU power. The combina-
tion of both technologies is now
beginning to yield results.

The birth of Jonus
In January, members of .Carneeie Mel'
lon tJniversitv's Center for Translation,
Sitffi ns66;the Universitv of Karls
ruhe in Karlsruhe, Germany, and Ja'
oar's Advanced Technology Research
tonsonium are scheduled to conduct
an intercontinental demonstration of

Janus, a speech recognition and trans
lation technologY.

Janus will allow members of the
group to speak with one another in En'

elish, Japanese and German but under
äore constrained conditions than the
scenario described above'

Janus, which was designed as a con-

ference registration system, has a vo
cabulary oionly 400words. The transla'
tions themselves will occur in almost
real time, taking about one and a half
times the actual speaking time in the

best cases.
The current version of the sYstem

runs primarily on Hewlett'Packard
Co.'s HP 9000 Series 720 Unix worksta'
tions, in con,iunction with a massively
parallel system from Maspar Computer
borp. in Sunnyvale, Calif., using Digital
Equipment Corp.'s DECtalk as a

soeech ourPut device,' 
Janus addresses several comPlex

problemsl receiving and ranslating

"There are challenges all along the
wav." said Arthur McNair, a research
proär *mu. at the Neural Network
Speech eroup at Carnegie Mellon.
"someone might say 'Hello, how are
you?'and our recognizer might come

back with'Hello, how is it?'"
To overcome these{iffi culties,- Ja'

nus offers a language model built spe-

cificallv for the task of conference reg'
istration. Hypotheses created by the

recognizer are Parsed and matched

against that model. The text is then an-

alyzed to find the most appropriate

choice.

Neurol explorction
Those involvid with the Janus project

have been exploring the use of neural
networks to help discriminate among

sound patterns.
"Our language model is written in

such a way that it is expecting the sen'

tences that we have and not very much

more at the moment," McNair said.

"One of our current tasks is to try
and extend our system to spontaneous
soeech. We want PeoPle to be able to

express things differentJy, rather than

beinc limited to the actual sentences

thatie have in the system.We're trying
to write a more complicated grammar

for the parser so that it will accept many

more types of grammatical structures
and sentences," he exPlained.

The researchers are also attempting
to increase the speed ofthe recognition
orocess and to support more people.

Ttrev would also like to increase the vo
cabülary size beyond tlre400 words and

thus inirease the range and scope of
the content it addresses.

To allow for common speech, a sys'

tem must have a vocabulary of at least

1,000 words; a more general discussion

requires at least 10,000, according to

McNair.

Janus
mechanics

hen a üser speaks
into Carnegie Mel-
lon's Janus sys
[em, the worksta'
tion receives the

input as wavelengtls that are dig'
itized by ar analog+odigital con'
verter.

Then Janus uses Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFl), an algorithm
that was designed to take the
waveform hput to create a fuame

for each fragment of sPeech and

convert this datä into a specta-
gram.The FFTs also comPact the
data so that it is easier to feed

through the system. These
fi'ames are then fed into Janus'
speech recognizer. The recogniz'
er arrives at a hypothesis of what
was said, which is then sent to the
translator. The translator Parses
the sentence to determine iJ it is
avalid utterance according to the

Janus language model'
The use of neural networks in

this parsing process increases
the accuracy ofthe Janus system

as well as its effciencY because
the svstem is able to learn Pars
ing via examples, instead of re
quirin g compl.icated grammatical
structures for all possible llngui v
tic alternatives.

lf the sentence is vdid' it is
sent to tIe output language gen'

erator, which produces the trang
lation, and the speech is outPut-


